OCTOBER 19
THURSDAY
- 8:00 PM
Finland - Invited Country Welcome Drink
São Jorge

- 5 PM - 6:30 PM
Constellations | Talk "Transoceanic Co-Production" by ECAM | School of Cinematography and Audiovisual of the Community of Madrid Cultur gest, Forum Debates

- 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM
Cocktail ECAM | School of Cinematography and Audiovisual of the Community of Madrid Cultur gest, Garden

OCTOBER 20
FRIDAY
- 2 PM - 4:30 PM
Finland - Invited Country Pitching Session
São Jorge, Room 2

- 2:30 PM - 6:30 PM
One-to-One Meetings Session
Cultur gest, Garden

- 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM
Cocktail Portugal Film Commission, NEBULAE Awards Announcement
Cultur gest, Garden

OCTOBER 21
SATURDAY
- 10:00 AM - 12:30 PM
Arché Pitching Session
São Jorge, Room 2

- 2:30 PM - 6:30 PM
Constellations | Talk "Practical (and realistic) Guide: Distributing and Exhibiting Independent Films Today"
Cultur gest, Forum Debates

- 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM
Cocktail Joaquim Jordà Residencies
Cultur gest, Garden

OCTOBER 22
SUNDAY
- 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM
Constellations | Talk "Practical (and realistic) Guide: Distributing and Exhibiting Independent Films Today"
Cultur gest, Garden

- 5:00 PM - 6:30 PM
Constellations | Round table "New Perspectives on co-production for Portuguese-speaking African countries and Portugal"
Cultur gest open to the public

- 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM
Cocktail Joaquim Jordà Residencies
Cultur gest, Garden

OCTOBER 23
MONDAY
- 10:30 AM - 6:30 PM
JUMPGATE - Inspiring European Producers (reserved to Jumpgate participants)
Goethe-Institut

- 5:00 PM - 6:30 PM
ICAA I Spain Film and Audiovisual Arts Institute, Pitching Session
Cultur gest, Pequeno Auditório

- 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM
Cocktail ICAA I Spain Film and Audiovisual Arts Institute
Cultur gest, Garden

OCTOBER 24
TUESDAY
- 10:30 AM - 6:30 PM
JUMPGATE - Inspiring European Producers (reserved to Jumpgate participants)
Goethe-Institut

- 5:30 PM - 6:30 PM
ICAA I Spain Film and Audiovisual Arts Institute, Pitching Session
Cultur gest, Pequeno Auditório

- 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM
Cocktail ICAA I Spain Film and Audiovisual Arts Institute
Cultur gest, Garden